This document was itself updated on 11/30/2020

RECORD of UPDATES
made to

Jews: Go Long | A Report on the Practicality and Desirability of the Final Redemption
Version 1.0 of Jews: Go Long! was the earliest version of the book manuscript (238 pages, release date:
8/28/2019). Each consecutive update is listed and explained below.
Version 1.1: (338 pages, release date: 12/3/2019)
1. Added section about straw light clay building construction in chapter “ENERGY CRISIS”;
2. Removed the part from the chapter “INTRODUCTION” about one rabbi's opinion that the Final
Redemption could only happen without harshness/severity up until the completion of a certain
period of time which he had disclosed to his audience. I have been advised by a different
Orthodox rabbi that such prognostications about the timing of such matters cannot be certain
and would tend to do “more harm than good.” Since there is doubt here, I have decided to
remove that piece of the introduction chapter because, in any case, the book doesn't rely on it
for content at all, anyway. ;
3. Added two sentences about how conspiracies have been “the engine of history” to “The
premise of this book:” section in the chapter “CONCLUSION”;
4. Added Lamentations 3:37-42 (and footnote) to the section “Silence is acquiescence to medical
tyranny:” in the chapter “THE GOVERNOR”;
5. Added subsection “Taxes of a despot are theft:” to “When we should submit:” in the chapter
“CONCLUSION”;
6. Added section “Health insurance and vaccine injury economics:” to chapter “THE
GOVERNOR”;
7. Added subsection “A proposal to openly create HARPA (Health Advanced Research Projects
Agency):” to section “Gun control:” in chapter “CRUSHING HARSHNESS”;
8. Added subsection “Silicon Valley's Chinese-style social credit system:” to section “The Online
Hate Index:” in chapter “CENSORSHIP”;
9. Added subsection “UPDATE 9/8/2019:” (about how San Franscisco officials called NRA a
domestic terrorist organization) to section “Gun control:” in chapter “CRUSHING
HARSHNESS”;
10. Added section “American vaccine hesitancy statistics:” to chapter “THE GOVERNOR”;
11. Added Milton quote to end of chapter “THE GOVERNOR”;
12. Added section “Cannibalism proposal in Sweden:” to chapter “CONCLUSION”;
13. Added section “Physical diseases—even infectious ones—have a religious cause:” to chapter
“THE GOVERNOR”;
14. Added section “Recent release of the University of Alaska Fairbanks study, as presented on
KTVA:” to chapter “THE FIRST STEP”;
15. Added paragraph “Triple solar dehydrator:” to chapter “ENERGY CRISIS”;
16. Added subsection “Mordechai's insistent demand to Queen Esther:” to section “Questions of
classified materials and personal danger:” in chapter “CONCLUSION”;
17. Added section “The truth about marijuana:” to chapter “CRUSHING HARSHNESS”;
18. Added subsection “What about CBD?” to section “The truth about marijuana:” in chapter
“CRUSHING HARSHNESS”;
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19. Added the Barrie Trower quotation “The government, government scientists and [this industry]
will be responsible for more civilian deaths in peacetime than all the terrorist organisations put
together.” to subsection “Verification of Dr. Trower's work:” in section “Microwave
transmitters:” in chapter “CRUSHING HARSHNESS”;
20. Added section “The original Niemoeller poem:” to chapter “CONCLUSION”;
21. Added section “My adaptation of the original Niemoeller poem:” to chapter
“CONCLUSION”;
22. Added section “US President Donald Trump:” to chapter “CRUSHING HARSHNESS”;
23. Added section “The only reasonable conclusion about the intentional destruction of the
human genome:” to chapter “CONCLUSION”;
24. Added section “The Equality Act (H.R. 5):” to chapter “CRUSHING HARSHNESS”;
25. Added secction “Where is the frontier of medical science?” to chapter “MISAPPLICATION
OF RIGHT BELIEFS”;
26. Added section “Rep. Bill Posey's 2015 speech about CDC whistleblower Dr. William
Thompson (C-SPAN):” to chapter “THE GOVERNOR”;
27. Added section ““Upgraded” humans?” to chapter “MISAPPLICATION OF RIGHT
BELIEFS”;
28. Added section “The five forbidden words in non-drug commerce and the licensed health
'profession':” to chapter “CENSORSHIP”;
29. Added section “Disarming those who have been raising weapons against the Holy Temple:”
to chapter “CONCLUSION”;
30. Added section “Selected excerpts from Kihura Nkuba's OPV testimony on C-SPAN:” to
chapter “THE GOVERNOR”;
31. Added section “The basics of atheistic I.G.T. technology:” to chapter “THE GOVERNOR”;
32. Added section “Recent USAF comments about “UFOs”:” to chapter “CRUSHING
HARSHNESS”;
33. Updated section “Strange that some New Agers and ch'ristians caught on to something
early:” in chapter “MISAPPLICATION OF RIGHT BELIEFS” to include a mention of the
anti-vaccine rally/meeting which was attended and officiated by Orthodox Rabbi Hillel Handler
in which Vaxxed movie producer Del Bigtree compared vaccines to child sacrifice;
34. Added section “Possible support for the fact that we cannot improve on G-d's designs:” in
chapter “MISAPPLICATION OF RIGHT BELIEFS”;
35. Added section ““When they harm instead of help”:” to chapter “CONCLUSION”;
36. Added section “UPDATE October 2019—California blackouts:” to chapter “ENERGY
CRISIS”;
37. Added Psalm 81 verses 9-17 + footnotes to subsection “Why have some people been inclined to
consent?” in section “Silence is acquiescence to medical tyranny:” in chapter “THE
GOVERNOR”;
38. Added point (4) to “Appendix A: CLAIMER”—also added sentence: “At this time it seems that
any credentialed health care professional or salesman of supplements or books would—bravely
—be risking imprisonment by using the “five forbidden words” to describe a non-drug; this
should be concerning to anyone who thinks the First Amendment of the US Constitution is
important.”;
39. Added Proverbs 21:3,15 to section “Concluding note to the reader:” in chapter “THE FIRST
STEP”;
40. Added subsection “There is still lead in “unleaded” gasoline:” in section “Problems with fossil
fuels:” in chapter “ENERGY CRISIS”;
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41. Added section “Health information is not relevant to some other lifetime:” to chapter
“CONCLUSION”;
42. Added section “The very near future—if we don't repent:” to chapter “THE GOVERNOR”;
43. Added Proverbs 25:26 + ArtScroll footnote + my comment to section “A rabbinic opinion
should be written:” in chapter “THE GOVERNOR”;
44. Added Psalm 41:5 + footnote to chapter “TESTIMONY”;
45. Added section “The 'trunk' of an argument:” to chapter “CONCLUSION”;
46. Added subsection “Psilocybin mushrooms virtually recommended in the government-approved
media:” to section “The truth about marijuana:” in chapter “CRUSHING HARSHNESS”;
47. Added the following to section “The Communist Manifesto:” in chapter “CRUSHING
HARSHNESS”:
Steep wealth taxes and inheritance taxes have been recently proposed here in America (October
2019) and appear to have some support; this would make planks 2 and 3 into an even more
complete reality. Even 1-year national service in a youth brigade for “climate change,” “mental
health,” and other “causes” has been recently proposed and seems to be entirely based on the
Peace Corps model; this would make plank 8 into a more complete reality. On this point we
should remember what we will read, in the next chapter, from Report from Iron Mountain about
the possible replacement institutions for the nonmilitary functions of war:
3. Sociological: Control function. (a) Programs generally derived from the Peace Corps
model...
Participants should turn back once they realize what they're involved in!
48. Added subsection ““Go out and occupy them with martial activities”:” to section “The premise
of this book:” in chapter “CONCLUSION”;
49. Added section ““The very reason for Israel's existence”:” to chapter “CONCLUSION”;
50. Added section “The “necessary for feeding the world” lie:” to chapter “BACK TO EDEN”;
51. Added section “Our sin literally “stinks to high Heaven”:” to chapter “BACK TO EDEN”;
52. Added section “A few veterinary comments:” to chapter “CRUSHING HARSHNESS”;
53. Added Psalm 17:13 + footnote to section “Closing words and reminder about the petition:”
in chapter “CONCLUSION”;
54. Added section “Excerpt from Solomon's prayer:” in chapter “CONCLUSION”;
55. Added much material (everything but the very first paragraph) to the section “Naturalism is
only logical:” in chapter “MISAPPLICATION OF RIGHT BELIEFS”;
56. Added following sentence to section “Recommendations:” in chapter “CONCLUSION”: “I am
not anti-government or anti-technology; government must be righteous and technology must be
safe!”;
57. Added section “It's really just one party:” to chapter “CONCLUSION”;
58. Added Isaiah 42:22-25 in section “The premise of this book:” in chapter “CONCLUSION”;
59. Added section “Tom Brown, Jr. :” to chapter “HEROES WHO NEED TO MEET EACH
OTHER”;
60. Added the quotation from page 197 of Chofetz Chaim | A Lesson A Day + the following to
section “A call for daily study of the Jewish laws of proper speech:” in chapter
“CONCLUSION”:
This should serve as a powerful warning to any who might feel inclined to feud about any of the
matters in this book. It is absolutely critical that we deal with such things quickly but we have
to remember that we are all capable—with great difficulty—of arguing dispassionately about
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the most important topics, because G-d made us that way. I believe that I have made most of
the matters in this report very clear already, so as to be indisputable (i.e. Blueprint for Truth by
Richard Gage). However, in some cases I will rely on outside reports. For instance my autism
report The New Acrodynia will surely become a book given a little time. ;
61. Added section “The document “Vaccines and Halacha: An Alternative View”:” to chapter
“THE GOVERNOR”;
62. Added section “Transcripts of Rabbi Handler videos:” to chapter “THE GOVERNOR”;
63. Added section “Jury nullification:” to chapter “DOCTOR DINO”;
64. Added Job 39:13-17 to subsection “Why have some people been inclined to consent?” in
section “Silence is acquiescence to medical tyranny:” in chapter “THE GOVERNOR”, with
the following:
So my perspective is that if Orthodox Jewish parents would hear, even distantly, of vaccine
safety concerns or efficacy concerns and not honestly investigate the matter for the sake of their
children, then perhaps G-d would hold them to a very high standard of accountability for their
knowledge of possible harm and then give them the thinking skills of the ostrich. To not
investigate the matter would be, Heaven forbid, for a Jew to believe in his heart: “I must assume
that my brother is a fool; he was fooled by bad information because he has no sense; therefore
he is warning me about a problem that doesn't exist.” Then direct harm to his children would
result from his refusal to investigate. ;
65. Added subsection “The prohibition—for a Noahide—of “filling a gap” in application of Torah
law:” to section “Recommendations:” in chapter “CONCLUSION”;
66. Added ArtScroll Tanach footnote for Genesis 2:8-14 to section “Don't forget what you've
learned here!” in chapter “BACK TO EDEN”;
67. Added subsections “Basic ethics of microwave transmitter relocation requests:” and “The DeContamination Zone:” and “Tablets in the school system:” to section “Microwave
transmitters:” in chapter “CRUSHING HARSHNESS”;
68. Added Proverbs 29:4 + footnote to section “There are many other “replacement institutions
for the nonmilitary functions of war”:” in chapter “CONCLUSION”, along with the
following:
The War on Tax Filers has also been another one of these replacement institutions, and part
of The Iron Mountain Motive. The point has been not only to impoverish, but also to keep
people occupied with something unnecessarily detailed—or else (prison)! People really
have feared the IRS! It's been almost like a national ritual to make jokes about taxes once
per year but really it's better not to 'let off steam' by laughing at those—it's simply been part
of the covert dictatorship to engineer the problem and the (temporary) 'solution': nervous
laughter in this case. We shouldn't be angry—that's not what I mean by 'steam'—but we
should be resolute in our observance of G-d's law.
69. Added to subsection “Why have some people been inclined to consent?” in section “Silence is
acquiescence to medical tyranny:” in chapter “THE GOVERNOR” the following:
Another point to be made here is about advertisements for pharmaceutical products: There
is a law in America that drug side effects must essentially be very, very briefly listed in
direct-to-consumer (DTC) advertisements; these advertisements used to be illegal in the
USA. I am not recommending at all that people should watch non-kosher television but the
fact remains that I did so at one time. My folks didn't raise me that way but I did it at one
time. Now the outrageous side effects listed in these advertisements are so serious as to beg
the question “Why would any person ever buy such a drug after hearing about what it could
cause?!” The only conclusion I have been able to reach is that maybe the Heavenly Court
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has required this law to exist on the Earth: that drug side effects must be disclosed so that
people can look back on terrible medical choices they made in the past and say, “I sinned
and G-d took away my good sense. Then my punishment—the “treatment” itself—resulted
from my own terrible decision-making, which G-d allowed me to use in His relative
absence, while He left me to my own devices. G-d is a total genius!” This is not to suggest
that the advertisements have been honest; as severe as the listed side effects are in such ads
—and as much as they tend to dominate the whole advertisement in duration and in content
—they are still greatly whitewashed at this time. But nevertheless the fact remains that the
side effects, as listed in DTC drug commercials, objectively are usually far worse than the
purported benefit, leaving no doubt that there is no logical reason to buy them.
70. Added Pirkei Avot 2:1 to subsection “Lashon Hara and the “Surveillance State”:” to section
“We must be deserving of solving the energy crisis:” in chapter “ENERGY CRISIS”;
71. Added from Rashi commentary to Genesis 2:22 to section “[RD]” in chapter “BACK TO
EDEN”, and added the words “wider hips and” to this chapter;
72. Added section “Throw-away centers:” to chapter “CRUSHING HARSHNESS”;
73. Added section “Trust?” to chapter “THE GOVERNOR”;
74. Renamed section “Concluding note to the reader:” in chapter “THE FIRST STEP” to “Final
address to the jury:”;
75. Added subsection “Do not lengthen “matters that are clear”:” to section “Concluding note to
the reader:” in chapter “THE FIRST STEP”;
76. Added subsection “Notes on the 1/39 Children’s Health Defense article:” to chapter “THE
GOVERNOR” and added item 5 in section “Required reading and multimedia for this
chapter:”;
77. Added section “The real cause of informed consent violations:” to chapter “CRUSHING
HARSHNESS”;
78. Added section “The energy economy of a dictatorship:” to chapter “ENERGY CRISIS”;
79. Added subsection “Will they lock up the unvaccinated?” to section “Questions of classified
materials and personal danger:” in chapter “CONCLUSION”;
80. Added section “Upcoming informed consent conference in Israel:” to chapter “THE
GOVERNOR”;
81. Added to sentence “All of the non-Jews in Israel must follow the Seven Noahide Laws” to
include: “'...because God, the Master of the universe, commanded them and informed us of
them in the Torah through the prophecy of Moses' and not for some other reason such as '...only
out of intellectual conviction (because his logic dictates them)...'” (quotes from pages 44-45 of
The Divine Code);
82. Added section “Behavior-modification vaccines:” to chapter “THE GOVERNOR”;
83. Added to section “The premise of this book:” in chapter “CONCLUSION” the following:
G-d's Perfect Instruction Manual for Life is the most important thing in the world and the
reason why the world is continuously created, thank G-d, from nothing (the Jews must keep
the Torah and the Noahides must keep the Seven Noahide Laws in all their fine details,
“...because God, the Master of the universe, commanded them and informed us of them in
the Torah through the prophecy of Moses” and not for some other reason such as “...only out
of intellectual conviction (because his logic dictates them)...” [1]). You Orthodox Jews
already have this Truth with a capital letter 'T'. Up until this book was written, some of you
had not yet learned the truth about politics and medical politics. To go to the next level of
richness in appreciation of the one true religion and G-d's other designs in the world you
surely must understand politics and medical politics as I've outlined here in Jews: Go Long!
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I eventually found the one true religion after being a naturalist and conspiracy theorist for a
while; it seems that many of you Jews must do this in the opposite order because you've
already got Orthodox Judaism! Some of your fellow Jews already know at least parts or all
of what is written here; listen to them.
84. Added section “Holocaust survivor Vera Sharav's personal reflections article:” to chapter
'THE GOVERNOR';
85. Added section ““Child Rights Protection Bill,” so-called:” to chapter 'THE GOVERNOR';
86. Added section “Types of reasons:” to chapter 'THE GOVERNOR';
87. Added section “Child sacrifice “poetry” in public schools:” to chapter 'CRUSHING
HARSHNESS';
88. Added section “False prophecy:” to chapter 'BACK TO EDEN';
89. Added subsection “SIDEBAR: Not only a New-Ager but a drug addict:” to section
“Testimony:” in chapter 'TESTIMONY';
90. Added sentence “Thank G-d, I finally quit marijuana on October 10th, 2015. My dreams came
back, so I think in Judaism that means that I was no longer evil (because an evil person has no
dreams).” to the next paragraph;
91. Added subsection “SIDEBAR: The threat of the fires of Hell:” to section “Testimony:” in
chapter 'TESTIMONY';
92. Added subsection “SIDEBAR: Passages from Tanach which I suspect are about the threat of the
fires of Hell:” to section “Testimony:” in chapter 'TESTIMONY';
93. Re-named section “Pending grand jury investigation” to “FBI lawsuit and grand jury
investigation, both by AE911Truth:” in chapter 'THE FIRST STEP' and added links to show
that there is evidence FBI found Richard Gage's work to be substantial and added a link to show
where grand jury investigation legal documents are;
94. Added section “Age of Fear: Psychiatry's Reign of Terror documentary by CCHR:” to
chapter 'CRUSHING HARSHNESS' and added the documentary itself to the Required Reading
and Multimedia for that chapter;
95. Made minor changes to subsection “UPDATE 5/30/2019:” in chapter “CRUSHING
HARSHNESS” and added the sentence “In short, the big lie shown by this article is that the
media in the US is trying to make people think that Russia and its leader President Putin are
trying to keep Americans behind in a race to install 5G everywhere by warning about the health
dangers of 5G.” ;
96. Added from Isaiah 26:11 + ArtScroll fn to section “The premise of this book:” in chapter
'CONCLUSION';
97. Made slight additions to the subsection “Cystic fibrosis:” in section “Dr. Wallach:” in chapter
'CURES';
98. Added sentence “G-d believes in the great value of free will—otherwise He would have never
given us the evil inclination.” to section “Charity:” in chapter 'MISAPPLICATION OF RIGHT
BELIEFS';
99. Added section “Plagues:” to chapter 'THE GOVERNOR';
100.
Added section “Davidic 'psychiatry':” to chapter 'KOSHER THINGS';
101.
Designated the horrible map called “SIMULATED RESERVE AND CORRIDOR
SYSTEM TO PROTECT BIODIVERSITY” as required reading for the chapter 'CRUSHING
HARSHNESS';
102.
Added section “Securitization of “climate change”:” to chapter 'ENERGY CRISIS';
103.
Added early draft of illustration for cover.
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Version 1.2: (356 pages, release date: 12/29/2019)
1. Added section “Praise for Miller's Review from a “rabbi”?” to chapter 'THE GOVERNOR';
2. Added sentence “It could be said that Paul Gautschi has planted an eishel, but that he has been
unknowingly promoting a false religion/idolatry with his excellent garden hospitality.” to
section “I've never heard of an Orthodox Jew who knew about Back to Eden:” in chapter
'BACK TO EDEN';
3. Added subsection “Sacrifice your phone to G-d:” to section “Microwave transmitters:” in
chapter 'CRUSHING HARSHNESS';
4. Added section “Possible examples of the work of activist-agents:” to chapter 'CRUSHING
HARSHNESS';
5. Added section “Metzitzah b'peh:” to chapter 'KOSHER THINGS';
6. Added section ““Diet, injections and injunctions...”:” to chapter 'THE GOVERNOR';
7. Added section “The anti-mezuzah:” to chapter 'MISAPPLICATION OF RIGHT BELIEFS';
8. Added section “Vegetarian rennet:” to chapter 'KOSHER THINGS';
9. Added section “Virginia legislation which might ban concealed carry instruction and
martial arts classes:” and section “Virginia very near civil war:” to chapter 'CRUSHING
HARSHNESS';
10. Added subsection “Interview with an Australian about the vaccine crisis in Samoa:” to section
“The very near future—if we don't repent:” in chapter 'THE GOVERNOR';
11. Added subsection “My take on the footnote from The Divine Code about worship of the demon
Molech:” to section “Notes on the 1/39 Children’s Health Defense article:” in chapter 'THE
GOVERNOR';
12. Added subsection “Further comments about Tom Brown, Jr. :” to section “Tom Brown, Jr. :” in
chapter 'HEROES WHO NEED TO MEET EACH OTHER';
13. Added section “16 years in prison for stealing and burning a homosexual flag:” to chapter
'CRUSHING HARSHNESS';
14. Added sentence “The homestead itself might then be referred to as the exclusion zone.” to
subsection “The De-Contamination Zone:” in section “Microwave transmitters:” in chapter
'CRUSHING HARSHNESS';
15. Added section “MIT/Gates Foundation vaccine tattoo for children:” to chapter 'THE
GOVERNOR';
16. Added section “Dr. Duncan's 2010 comment about mass shootings:” to chapter
'CENSORSHIP';
17. Added sentence “I've concluded that this affliction—which has made the 24/7 headache look
almost like a joke most of the time—is analogous to training wheels children use on a bicycle,
and I trust that when they become a hindrance G-d will remove them and I can move forward,
well balanced and not going left or right.” to subsection “SIDEBAR: The threat of the fires of
Hell:” in section “Testimony:” in chapter 'TESTIMONY'.
Version 1.3: (365 pages, release date: 3/24/2020)
1. Changed first paragraph of the section “Hope and a future:” so that it doesn't appear that the
book addresses only people learning in a yeshiva all day as previous drafts seemed to suggest;
2. Improved the first sentence of the last paragraph of the section “'Types of reasons':” so that it's
clear only criminal elements within the US government are blamed for perpetrating the attack
that happened on 9/11, and not the entire US government. Also added the last sentence of that
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paragraph which starts with “NOTE: ...”;
3. All references to The Divine Code now specify that it's the 3rd Edition I'm using, and also list R'
Moshe Weiner as the sole author because Dr. Schulman was listed as an editor, not an author for
that book. I had this confused because they both wrote Seven Gates of Righteous Knowledge.;
4. Added section “Agenda 21 is not new, historically speaking:” to chapter 'CRUSHING
HARSHNESS';
5. Added sentence “The Jews are very strong and powerful since they are G-d's chosen people,
and the deep state has wanted to trick them to lobby for their own disarmament!” to subsection
“The Jewish principle of not relying on a miracle:” in chapter 'CRUSHING HARSHNESS';
6. Added section “Wayne Keith videos on the YouTube:” to chapter 'ENERGY CRISIS';
7. Added subsection ““No smith to be found”—A repeat of I Samuel 13:” to chapter 'CRUSHING
HARSHNESS';
8. Added section “Back to Eden includes a woman singing:” to chapter 'BACK TO EDEN';
9. Added section ““My grandma is an old environmental pig” song by the new Hitler youth
2019:” to chapter 'ENERGY CRISIS';
10. In the 2nd paragraph of the section “The purpose of my life:” which is part of the chapter
'INTRODUCTION', I changed the previous “...precious in the eyes of HASHEM...” sentence to
“I believe that this goal is precious in the eyes of HASHEM.” This is partly because a learned
Jew showed me that Sanhedrin 59a is commonly misquoted and doesn't really support the
comparison of a Noahide with the Kohen Gadol as I previously assumed.;
11. Added subsection “The UN plan for DDR in New York:” to chapter 'CRUSHING
HARSHNESS';
12. Added section “Neurolinguistic programming:” to chapter 'CENSORSHIP';
13. Added section “NRA “emergency airlifts” one thousand 30-round magazines to Richmond,
Virginia:” to chapter 'CRUSHING HARSHNESS';
14. Added section “West Virginia Lawmakers' HCR8 would encourage secession of Virginian
governments to WV:” to chapter 'CRUSHING HARSHNESS';
15. Added section “VA Gov. declared state of emergency, banned guns at capitol:” to chapter
'CRUSHING HARSHNESS';
16. Added section “Chinese concentration camps:” to chapter 'THE GOVERNOR';
17. Updated section “Our sin literally “stinks to high Heaven”:” to reflect the recommendations
of the South Bank Investment Research article on the concentration camps in China;
18. Added subsection “The reason why 5G was referred to as a race against China:” to chapter
'CRUSHING HARSHNESS';
19. Added section “A sampling of recommended news sources/email subscriptions:” to chapter
'CONCLUSION';
20. Added section “Ideological Constructs of Vaccination by Mateja Cernic, PhD:” to chapter
'THE GOVERNOR';
21. Added section “You're accountable now!” to 'AUTHOR'S PREFACE';
22. Added section “Canadian proposal to government-register and license their news media:”
to chapter 'CENSORSHIP';
23. Added section “Dr. Yehuda Shoenfeld of Israel and Autoimmune Syndrome Induced by
Adjuvants (ASIA):” to chapter 'THE GOVERNOR';
24. Added section “The likeliest reason why Windows 7 was said to be a security threat:” to
chapter 'MISAPPLICATION of RIGHT BELIEFS';
25. Added section “What they really mean by “democracy”:” to chapter 'MISAPPLICATION of
RIGHT BELIEFS';
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26. Added subsection “Psalm 94:17:” to chapter 'TESTIMONY';
27. Added section “The solution before the problem:” to chapter 'THE GOVERNOR';
28. Added a quick discussion of Proverbs 13:15 to the *end* of subsection “Why have some people
been inclined to consent?” in chapter 'THE GOVERNOR';
29. Added section ““By the people”:” to chapter 'CRUSHING HARSHNESS';
30. Added section “They are the aggressors:” to chapter 'CRUSHING HARSHNESS';
31. Added subsection “Wireless internet as a “human right”:” to chapter 'CRUSHING
HARSHNESS';
32. Added subsection ““Scab plants”:” to section “Tom Brown, Jr. :” in chapter 'HEROES WHO
NEED TO MEET EACH OTHER';
33. Added subsection “Why have some of the so-called “elites” harmed their own families with
weapons they developed?” to chapter 'CRUSHING HARSHNESS';
34. Added subsection “Open confirmation of Congressional funding for aerosol experiments:” to
chapter 'CRUSHING HARSHNESS';
35. Added section “$1.5 million grant for surveillance technology in the workplace (I say this is
to end leadership):” to chapter 'CRUSHING HARSHNESS';
36. Added RFK, Jr.'s comments on Vioxx actually killing 120,000 to 500,000 Americans, not
60,000 to subsection “Comments on a Third World War:” in chapter 'ENERGY CRISIS';
37. Added sentence “Reportedly [2], Jews were described in Mein Kampf by Adolph Hitler as “a
dangerous bacillus.”” to section “Metzitzah b'peh:” in chapter 'KOSHER THINGS';
38. Added this reference (view in Brave Browser) https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/theswitch/wp/2017/03/07/why-the-cia-is-using-your-tvs-smartphones-and-cars-for-spying/ to
subsection “Many California solar panels don't work when “the grid” is down:” in chapter
'ENERGY CRISIS';
39. Added section “Censorship in the disarmed UK:” to chapter 'CENSORSHIP';
40. Add subsection “Santa Clara, California gun confiscation team:” to chapter 'CRUSHING
HARSHNESS';
41. Added subsection “Video of mile-long train in Roseville, California carrying active denial
microwave weaponry vehicles:” to chapter 'CRUSHING HARSHNESS';
42. Added sentence “I cleaned up my mouth, so now I have legs to stand on.” to chapter
'TESTIMONY';
43. Added “The greatest conspiracy of all is that G-d is allowing evil ones to do their plotting and
their crimes; they're just pawns in the context of His great agenda. It's not so different from
what Joseph told his righteous brothers in Genesis 50:” + quotation of Genesis 50:19-21 to
section “The premise of this book:” in chapter 'CONCLUSION';
44. Added section “Persecution of chassidim by the secular state of Israel:” to chapter
'CONCLUSION';
45. Added subsection “Scientific fraud and persecution of mohels by NY City government:” to
section “Metzitzah b'peh:” in chapter 'KOSHER THINGS';
46. Added paragraph “I'm currently reading a very thorough article [3] (about 70 pages) by Frances
Shure MA LPC about Operation Mockingbird, the CIA covert operation to take over the media
in the US many decades ago. She is a remarkable lady who was featured in AE911Truth's
second documentary, 9/11: Explosive Evidence—Experts Speak Out, a documentary which
includes a great number of technical professionals, controlled demolition experts and the like
who weren't in Blueprint for Truth, along with an approximately ½ hour segment at the end
which explains the simple psychological factors behind denial of 9/11 truth. It's already very
clear from reading her article that the approved media has long been played by the government
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like a “Mighty Wurlitzer”.” to chapter 'CENSORSHIP';
47. Added section “But what about the coronavirus?” to chapter 'CONCLUSION';
48. Added paragraph “I found a number of articles about vaccines and the Orthodox community in
Lakewood, New Jersey and their yeshivas. [1,2,3,4,5,6,7] Many of these are very hostile to the
idea that questioning or opposing vaccinations has any merit; one such article [3] even
compared the anti-vaccine movement to a reportedly brutal cult named Lev Tahor. I can
respond by saying to readers that yes, they can in fact have a cleaner/purer heart by making the
choice not to inject themselves and/or others with aborted fetal cell lines or with DNAmodifying vaccinations (both of which are clearly founded on the premise of atheism—not
agnosticism, but atheism). The other choice is to bow to the secular government out of
tremendous fear.” to chapter 'THE GOVERNOR';
49. Removed sentence “And if cancer, for instance, is something upon which war has been
declared, is it a foe?” from chapter 'THE GOVERNOR' since it's the US government which is
the foe/oppressor and its response to cancer and its intentional induction of cancer in the
population which is oppressive;
50. Added section “Several mechanisms of DNA damage:” to chapter 'THE GOVERNOR';
51. Added this “, and I argue that it is a breach of Jewish observance of halacha and a breach of
Noahide observance of our Seven Laws to cause murder and injury through these technologies”
to subsection “G-d's promise to the Jews in Deuteronomy 7:14:” in chapter 'CRUSHING
HARSHNESS';
52. Added sentence “Decentralization of the power to use lethal force clearly results in a certain
amount of stability in the society.” to section “UPDATE 6/23/20'19—Oregon close to minor
civil war:” in chapter 'CRUSHING HARSHNESS';
53. Added joke to chapter 'TESTIMONY': “I learned that the secular world seems to be catching on
to the importance of not accepting gossip that has been peddled. There's a new service
available now called Reputation Defender—no, I'm just joking; I think that's a different service
entirely.”
54. Added section “Fat is the choicest part:” to chapter 'CONCLUSION';
55. Added sentence “I say that the name of the social media platform, “Twitter,” has another Jewish
meaning: we are no better than animals if we use our faculty of speech for gossip (and this is
another concept advanced in Chofetz Chaim | A Lesson A Day).” to section “Chirping birds:”
in chapter 'CONCLUSION';
56. Added to section “Questions of credentials:” in chapter 'CONCLUSION': “I recognize that Gd implanted lessons within nature for us to learn—lessons which reflect the wisdom of the
Torah—and I recognize that is the primary meaning of the sidebar above. However, I say that
recognition that the Designer of nature didn't make any mistakes is also important.”;
57. Added “So, reader: if an MD tells you that there is a new “experimental” therapy called
“jumping therapy,” in which the patient jumps off the roof of the hospital, you have to be ready
to tell him that is against the Torah and the Seven Noahide Laws.” to chapter 'THE
GOVERNOR';
58. Merged many paragraphs together, set text to justify (instead of align left), put references into
chapter 'REFERENCES' and made hyperlinks to them.
Version 1.4: (375 pages, release date: 5/12/2020)
1. Added citation Laws of Kings 12:5, changed wording to “delicacies”;
2. Reference [5] was previously designed to make people laugh by joining Kings into one book,
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but I've changed it to the standard I and II Kings notation for clarity;
3. Removed references to whining from section “Learning the truth is not impossible:” because
the plain meaning might not be taken by every reader as the plain meaning i.e. saying that the
most oppressed people throughout history are “not whiners” might not be taken the way I meant
(that they have refrained from complaining even under the most adverse circumstances) but
might have been misinterpreted as disrespectful—point taken from one helpful reviewer. I
apologize that I had written this in earlier versions (which could have been taken in a
disparaging way) and I hope that all readers know it was never meant to be disparaging at all;
4. In “Why address the Jews?”: “To teach only the Noahides would be pointless less effective.”;
5. In “Now, dispassionately examine the evidence:”: “(through *what otherwise would have
been* the paths of greatest resistance)”;
6. Added hyperlink to ref [122] and several others right below it, and “South Bank” →
“Southbank”;
7. Added statement “—at Virginia's borders with states that have high gun ownership and at
borders of 2nd Amendment Sanctuary counties—” near text which has ref [251];
8. Added “and must be merely repeating the worldview they've been trained in” to “Naturalism is
only logical”;
9. Changed sentence to “So this is something to be careful about with Kosher cheese: don't use
vegetarian rennet that is genetically engineered.” in “Vegetarian rennet:”;
10. Changed “a man hiding in a cave in the desert” to “the official government-approved
conspiracy theory: the Caveman Theory” in “Early Warning Signs:”;
11. Changed “it has not represented the wishes of the governed people in any way.” → “in many
highly-significant ways.”
12. Improved discussion of NSSM 200 and anti-fertility vaccines in section “GMOs” and added
references [425,426];
13. Added section “UPDATE 4/28/2020—It seems best to use copyrighted works of the enemy
without paying:” to chapter 'CONCLUSION';
14. Added a pirated version of the CBS 60 Minutes report on the 1979 Swine Flu vaccine and a
pirated version of the Bertrand Russell “diet, injections and injunctions” quote to sections
“Footage Request Denied—CBS 60 Minutes:” and ““Diet, injections and injunctions...”:”
respectively;
15. With help of IRT, replaced broken link to abridged version of documentary Genetic Roulette;
16. Improved translation of “My grandma is an old environmental pig” song, and replaced part of
the previous discussion following the translation with the two existing paragraphs;
17. Added mention of report HERPES VIRUSES to chapter 'CURES';
18. Added section “Common sense quotation from Dr. Obukhanych (a PhD immunologist):” to
chapter 'THE GOVERNOR';
19. Added section “ADA Code of Ethics:” to chapter 'CRUSHING HARSHNESS';
20. Added “Wayne Keith is a mechanical genius, and because he also has a Southern accent and
lives on a farm, a YouTube commenter wrote on one of Wayne Keith's videos: “We just play
dumb for city folk.” I love it! Hilarious! Note: the technocrats have tried to divide us all by
making city folk think they're very sophisticated and much smarter than people who live in
“rural” areas. Don't be deceived by that; they're some of the best people and certainly are very
smart.” to “Wayne Keith videos on the YouTube:”;
21. Added parenthetical “(but I recommend diesel-type engines for making electricity and running
trucks because the spark plugs of gasoline-type engines give off a lot of dirty electricity)” to
“Generators:”;
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22. Added ““The vaccine-aware community,” as Counsel Phillips calls them, are the *most*
controlled group and are far more controlled than the ones he's referred to as “the sleepers,” i.e.
people who haven't woken up yet. This is precisely because, as Mr. Phillips says, we present a
threat [to the dictatorship].” to section “The most important vaccine attorney:”;
23. Added “—another way to describe this is the threat of “kundalini”/chakras and all that horrible
New Age stuff which has been promoted heavily in America recently through “kundalini yoga”
and other similar evil New Age practices. What I thought I wanted to happen years ago back
when I was a New Ager has been threatening to destroy me now that I know the New Age
movement is false!” to “The threat of the fires of Hell:” in chapter 'TESTIMONY';
24. Added rear cover rough draft after table of contents;
25. Added sentence “So now the reader has a choice: to sin after having been warned and burn his
children and entire future family line to the demons, or the other choice (turning back).” to
“WiFi hotspot” discussion;
26. Added section “Sin is like a Chinese finger trap:” to chapter 'CONCLUSION';
27. Added corny joke about a traveling layover;
28. Added Appendix E;
29. Removed the quotation of “DAY 172” which had been taken from Chofetz Chaim | A Lesson A
Day because ArtScroll/Mesorah Publications said it would only be possible in their contract for
them to allow the quotation of about one or two pages from their book, not three;
30. Added “He simply didn't know about the Cutter Incident with the Salk vaccine, for example.
[434] He didn't know that the Sabin oral polio vaccine and later developments of OPV would
be banned in the USA and used as described by Kihura Nkuba in “Third World” countries. He
didn't know that between 2000-2017 in India about additional 491,000 cases of so-called “NonPolio Acute Flaccid Paralysis” (NPAFP) would be attributed to OPV/“Pulse Polio” vaccination
campaigns. [435]” to “What about William Eiken's article?”;
31. Added “The book Homo Deus could be very useful for its discussion of specific technologies
that are in development, but I say any reader must read it from the perspective of a conspiracy
theorist, knowing its author was surely lacking that worldview. I don'tt want to encroach on
someone's livelihood so maybe there is benefit to getting his book. However, if someone is
obviously a technocrat, don't buy their book new because you're funding their subversive
activities.” to “ “Upgraded” humans? “;
32. Added “There are some statements on page 667 of The Divine Code, Third Edition that make
me think maybe what I've done in this book is not considered m'chadesh da'at, but” to
subsection “The prohibition—for a Noahide—of “filling a gap” in application of Torah law:”;
33. Added the quotation from reference [436] to “ US President Donald Trump:”;
34. Added the quotation from reference [437] to “The responsibility to come to power:”;
35. Added section “The strategy which should be used by Jewish schools today in NY state:” to
chapter 'THE GOVERNOR';
36. Added “I believe that President Trump's decisions are largely based on the level of
righteousness of the nation he is leading. If this is true, it would mean that he isn't to be
considered accountable for at least a couple of things he has been doing or has omitted: he said,
either at the beginning of his presidency or immediately before it, that RFK, Jr. would be head
of a vaccine safety commission but hasn't done that, and he has been taking medical advice
from all the wrong people (NIH, WHO, CDC, FDA etc. etc.). Some might be inclined to blame
President Trump for this sort of thing, but they might as well blame themselves. King David,
the most righteous king against which all of the other kings of Israel were measured, was
provoked by G-d [439] to take a census of the Jewish people because they were sinning.
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Ultimately a plague broke out because of this, and King David blamed himself, not knowing
that he had been incited to do this. As it says in Proverbs 21:
1

Like streams of water is the heart of a king in the hand of HASHEM, wherever He wishes, so
He directs it.*
And the footnote (*):
21:1. Because a king's choices affect so many people, God may intervene to direct them, as a
farmer might direct the flow of a stream to irrigate his fields. [440]
Therefore, righteousness of the nation might be far more important than elections, because even
if the perfect person (i.e. King David) is the leader, HaShem might interfere with his free will
because of the sins of the nation he's leading.” to “US President Donald Trump:”;
37. Added “Also, don't get angry with him; remain gruntled at all times.” to chapter 'THE
GOVERNOR.';
38. Added section “Definition of some political terminology:” to chapter 'MISAPPLICATION OF
RIGHT BELIEFS';
39. Added section “Turf war—Xtendimax:” to chapter 'MISAPPLICATION...';
40. Added “UPDATE 5/12/2020: The Orthodox rabbi I was working for to sell his marriage
seminar decided to get rid of the product and move to individual-only work. Officially, I am no
longer working for him. This happened before the lockdown happened to America. (My job
had been to market his tele-seminar for English-speaking Orthodox Jews and we didn't reach
any in our eight months of efforts, though he's helped thousands of Yiddish-speaking Jews with
their marriages.) I think his material is unique and and extremely helpful; I haven't heard of
anything quite like it. So I hope that there will be a way for him to reach larger numbers of
people than is possible through individual-only work (i.e. by re-introducing the tele-seminar,
maybe). But then, I don't know nearly as much about his work as he does so I'm not 100% sure
that I would be right to try and convince him that he should bring the seminar back. I'll still
try.” to chapter 'TESTIMONY';
41. Added The Town without a Toothache quotations from Cure Tooth Decay to chapter 'CURES'.
Version 1.5: (412 pages, release date: 6/9/2020)
1. Added Adbusters definition of neoconservative;
2. Fixed typo “from”/“form” on rough draft of rear cover;
3. Added quote from The Divine Code about the balance of merit and sin to section “You're
accountable now!”;
4. Changed italic statement under chapter heading for Chapter 3 to “We're all going back to the
Garden!” It was avak lashon hara to have previously included “...whether you think you'll like
it or not!” in that sentence since it implied, G-d forbid, that the Jews wouldn't think they would
like the Garden of Eden—which is actually a silly idea that doesn't make sense at all. Forgive
me, readers. I wasn't thinking anything bad about the Jews when I wrote it that way originally;
I was just tired and not paying enough attention to my wording. It became a habit of mine to
feel like I had to convince people that Back to Eden gardening is the only right way to grow
food, since I regularly encountered people who didn't seem interested at all, or who told me that
I must be wrong about that. I shouldn't have let that habit spill over into addressing the Jewish
people, because there is no doubt they'll understand very well and be excited to learn this.
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5. Added RFK, Jr.'s story about the Hannah Poling case;
6. In the section “Charity:” in chapter 'MISAPPLICATION...', added the part starting with
“Could socialism be against the Tanach? We see in Proverbs 14: ...”—this goes to the end of
the section;
7. Added section ““The best believers...”:” to chapter 'MISAPPLICATION...';
8. Added, as a reminder, Lamentations 3:39 to “US President Donald Trump:”;
9. Added update to 'Sha'at hashemad': about the censorship of Dennis Prager's Ten
Commandments video, his video on the history of the nation of Israel and others;
10. Added section Repairing breaches: to 'CONCLUSION';
11. Pg. 299 v1.4 “pathological diagnosees” → diagnoses;
12. Added R' Singer's joke: “Why did G-d create Mormons? So qristians would know how Jews
feel!”;
13. Changed item 5 in “I never got a letter or a phone call” so that it isn't phrased as a question;
14. Added “Dr. Dino's illustration of the results of the evolution theory with relevant quote by
Thoreau:” to 'DOCTOR DINO';
15. Added Healing by capital transgression—in a matter of life and death—is permitted,
however... : to 'THE GOVERNOR';
16. Pg 9: period not comma after “emerge”; fix the left border there;
17. At first mention of The Iron Mountain Motive, hyperlink to glossary;
18. Added to glossary: “This book is not at all dependent on Report From Iron Mountain being a
real government document; the rationale is being used whether or not the document is
authentic.”;
19. Added “Brief summaries can't possibly begin to do justice to the work that has been done by
these people; they have vast bodies of work which must be encountered by the reader.” to
'HEROES...';
20. Added Black Gene Lies book: to 'HEROES...';
21. Added paragraph “I once found a children's book with a futuristic illustration of humans
“evolving” to have smaller noses and no sense of smell. Just as the loss of wisdom teeth
because of palate and jaw crowding (which also makes teeth crooked) isn't an improvement,
neither is the sense of smell or the existence of the human nose outdated! All these suboptimal
facial characteristics (forms of skeletal compromise) are caused by nutritional deficiencies.
Anosmia itself (loss of sense of smell) can be caused by zinc deficiencies (i.e. vegeterriers or
vee-gans) or by osteoporosis of the face, skull and jaw bones leading to impingement of some
among the 12 pairs of cranial nerves (according to Dr. Wallach). WAPF nutrition and proper
mineral supplementation should clear up all of these problems, which are not desirable.” to
'MULTIPLE CHEMICAL SENSITIVITY';
22. Added new chapter 'THE WEAPON';
23. Added “4. They also have largely missed the methanol research of Dr. Woodrow Monte.” to
subsection “Information which the Weston A. Price Foundation has been missing:”;
24. Added Amish midwifery quotations from Epigenetics to subsection ““Case dismissed!”:”;
25. With the help of G-d, learned how to automatically make right and left pages, set margins so
that the binding wouldn't eat the text, and make headers with the book title on one page and
chapter title on the other (and the page numbers on the correct side) in Open Office—JGL has
been changed to include these improvements;
26. Added note in Table of Contents to explain the Hebrew letters on the life preserver (cover
illustration).
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Version 1.6: (412 pages, release date: 6/12/2020)
1. Necessary modesty updates for reference-checkers.
Version 1.7: (429 pages, release date: 6/24/2020)
1. Changed running heads on all recto and verso pages (including the page numbers) to be smaller
than main text.
2. Added solicited feedback from a Noahide.
3. Changed all main text Gentium Book Basic typeface instead of Times New Roman. THIS
MADE THE BOOK A LITTLE BIT LONGER but I think the font is nice and also easy to
read.
4. Added section ““The earth will then have yielded its produce...”:” to 'BACK TO EDEN'.
5. Tacked on “Things are far worse now than they were in the year 1987, for example, when The
New York Times reported [461] that Federal district judge Susan Getzendanner ruled in an antitrust lawsuit started 11 years earlier that the American Medical Association (AMA) had
conspired to destroy chiropractic in ''systematic, long-term wrongdoing and the long-term intent
to destroy a licensed profession''...''to contain and eliminate the chiropractic profession.'' I
suggest that this may have been a turning point in their strategy; but regardless of the timeline, I
say that a move was made to co-opt osteopathic, chiropractic and naturopathic medicine. They
were very successful. What use is all the natural medicine expertise in the world if the ND, DO
or DC is forcing the children to be vaccinated (thereby guaranteeing that a high percentage will
be very obviously maimed and the rest will suffer from varying degrees of more minor
handicap/debilitation/chronic illness)?” to the end of section “The Canadian Chiropractor:”.
6. Redacted just six words from Sally Fallon Morell quote in 'CONCLUSION' to get to 300 words
limit of “fair use.” Permissions request pending. Permissions request successful. Unredacted.
Version 1.8: (454 pages, release date: 11/30/2020)
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Added many terms to glossary;
Added an index;
New front and rear cover;
Two illustrations added to 'THE FIRST STEP'; many illustrations added to 'BACK TO EDEN';
Removed avak lashon hara from a few areas—I had inadvertently implied bad things about
some people (even about some Orthodox Jews) without realizing it (and there would not have
been any basis for saying anything bad, anyway). These instances were similar to, “There's
always something on the stove at that house,” which is ambiguous (it could mean either the
family is gluttonous or just very hospitable).
6. Added a few sections to the book in various chapters;
7. Complete proofreading/editing after printing out the book and reading it in a binder with a
pencil
8. Re-numbered the references section so it is now sequential again after previous additions
9. Made the references section smaller font, 2 columns
10. All permissions requests were addressed. The quotes corresponding to unanswered and
negative requests were paraphrased.
11. I believe it's ready to publish as a first edition!
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